Learning Together, Building Futures

From the top of the giant swing to the deep pathways of the tunnel trail. PGL
will be remembered!
Monday
The first activity we did was the zip wire; it was amazing apart from the fact
that we had to wait a long time for our turn. We then did tunnel trail (trust
me, when you’re in those tunnels you feel the animal side of yourself).
Tuesday
First we did raft building which got us really smelly. Because of this we had to
take short showers and change our clothes! Next we did rifle shooting where
we learnt how to fire guns! In the afternoon we went hiking and we saw: cows,
amazing views of the countryside, a mansion and more!
Wednesday
On Wednesday, we did the giant swing. It was amazing! Everybody pulls you
and a partner up into the air, when you're up there you pull a rope that will
make you drop down! After that we did archery, this was very similar to rifle
shooting (Tuesday).
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PGL

At PGL, I had such a memorable
time. I especially enjoyed raft
building because we pushed each
other in the water. I also enjoyed
the giant swing and the big drop!

I had such a blast at PGL. Even
though I missed my family, I didn’t
feel too homesick. I was too busy
on the zip wire having fun.
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My time at PGL was the best experience. We enjoyed a range of
enjoyable activities including raft building and giant swing. Giant
swing was most definitely the most thrilling activity there.

Before PGL, I had never tried things like
archery, giant swing or rifle shooting. I
loved learning new things.
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Giant swing was my favourite
activity. We went right to the
top! I loved raft building even
though we got soaked!
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What a shame we can’t go to PGL every year. I enjoyed every part
of the trip, even hiking and the tunnel trail. Best trip ever!

